
Why Palo Alto Networks Cortex leads SecOps

As an AI-powered cybersecurity hub, Palo Alto Networks Cortex unifies data, analytics,
and responses across security operations. It delivers real-time threat intelligence,
enhances incident investigations, and enables proactive defense strategies, catering to
the evolving demands of enterprise security.

Transforming Cybersecurity with
Advanced Intelligence
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Outsmart Threats, Not Just Fight Them:
Cortex uses cutting-edge AI to not just
detect, but outmaneuver cyber threats,
staying ahead of the hackers.

Scale Like a Cyber Titan: Empower your
cybersecurity to grow and adapt robustly,
making your business a moving target for
cyber adversaries.

Unify to Conquer: Break down silos in
cybersecurity operations, integrating data
and tools for a powerful, unified defense
front.



Business Benefits of AI-Driven SecOps

Proactive Risk Management:  AI-Driven
analytics powers proactive risk
management, identifying and
neutralising threats before escalation.

2.1. Enhanced Threat Response: AI-driven
analytics accelerates threat detection
and response times, ensuring rapid
and effective security measures.

3. Streamlined Security Operations: 
A singular, unified platform simplifies
management, offering a clearer, more
comprehensive security overview.

Flexible Cybersecurity Growth:
Adaptable SecOps evolves with
business changes, providing enduring
protection in dynamic environments.

4.

Delivering AI-Driven SecOps

Advanced Threat Intelligence
Integration: Integrate powerful AI-
driven analytics of Cortex and deliver
unparalleled threat detection.

Extended Threat Hunting Services:
Leverage Cortex's extended data
collection and analysis to conduct in-
depth threat hunting operations.

Real-Time Threat Containment: Deliver
rapid containment of threats by
harnessing Cortex's capabilities to
block fast-moving attacks.

Simplified SecOps with Unified
Platforms: Consolidate tools with
Cortex. Simplify and enhance SecOps
comprehensively.

Proactive Defense with Advanced
Analytics: Blending analytics and
behavioral models within Cortex,
proactively hunt and predict threats.

Custom Identity Threat Detection:
Implement Identity Threat Detection
and Response from Cortex to build
bespoke solutions.

Stop attacks with full
visibility and analytics

Automate incident response
and speed investigations

Discover and monitor all
internet-facing assets

Predict & Solve SecOps Challenges
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As the only Australian grown Palo Alto Networks Certified
Professional Services Partner (CPSP) we are one of the few
partners across the Asia Pacific to attain this elite status.

As a CPSP partner you can be confident we adhere to the latest
best practice deployment methodologies with the support of
Palo Alto Networks expertise and resources.

Palo Alto Network's CyberForce represents the top 1% of
partner engineers, renowned for their exceptional security
expertise and customer-centric approach.

Difficult to achieve and highly valued, membership in the
CyberForce program reflects our elite levels of engineering
excellence delivering real-world customer success.

A Palo Alto Networks Platinum Innovator, we have a deep
understanding and comprehensive technical capabilities across
their industry-defining cybersecurity platforms.

Our engineers are recognised as some of the foremost experts in
the global Palo Alto Networks technical community.

Our technology partner

A rare bread in Palo Alto Networks Partner

A cybersecurity pioneer, we have partnered with Palo Alto Networks for over 12 years. Our
depth in technical excellence, industry knowledge and strategic alignment drives successful
outcomes for a truly diverse range of clients across all industry verticals.
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Getting started
Lets discuss how AI-Driven SecOps can
accelerate productivity throughout
your business today.

+61 3 9095 8031
sales@mwtg.com.au

https://mwtg.com.au/

